Abstract. A new haptic feedback mechanism with five active degrees of freedom (dof), part of a training simulator for urological operations, is presented. The mechanism consists of a 2-dof 5-bar linkage, and a 3-dof spherical joint. To reproduce very small forces and moments, the mechanism has low friction, inertia and mass, is statically balanced, and has a simple mass matrix. Roll-pitch-yaw motions of the tool result in motions of the corresponding actuator. Force feedback transmission is achieved via capstan drives and idler pulleys. The computation of the currents and the structure of the control loop are described.
I. INTRODUCTION
Research on the use of virtual reality in medicine has rapidly increased due to developments in software and hardware, El]. Training in a simulated environment has significant advantages against traditional training. It is a less expensive, it reduces animals use which has become undesirable for ethical and economical reasons, and results in faster training in complicated procedures, [2] .
Development of a useful and realistic surgical simulator requires the use of a virtual reality graphical environment and of haptic technologies including force feedback. While realistic visual representation of human anatomy and tissue deformation is very important, the ability to interact with the simulated tissues through the feel of forces and torques is also of paramount importance. In order to implement such a feel, haptic devices are used. Although early haptic devices were of the master -slave type, [3] , today, the slave system has been replaced by a computational model. Two approaches exist in the development of medical simulators. The first uses general purpose haptic devices, like the Phantom or the Freedom7, [4, 5, 61. The Phantom is a five bar parallel mechanism with three or six degrees-of-freedom (dof) which is designed as a general-use haptic interface, [7] . The Phantom 1.5/6DOF and the Phantom Premium 6DOF Prototype have six active dof, and are designed mainly for virtual prototyping, virtual assembly, etc. The actuators are mounted on moving parts of the mechanism, while its inertia and force range are not suitable for urological operation simulators, [8] . A training simulator for the diagnosis of prostate cancer using the Phantom haptic interface is described in [9]. Freedom 7 is a haptic device with six dof for translation and rotation, plus a seventh for the movement of tools like scissors and forceps. It has six active dofs but it is also designed for general haptic applications, [lo] .
The second approach uses haptic devices designed for a specific operation. The Pantoscope, a four dof mechanism for simulating a laparoscopic operation, belongs to this category, [l 11. The Laparoscopic Impulse Engine is a five dof, three active dof for laparoscopic and endoscopic procedures. VIRGY is an endoscopic surgery simulator, which uses the Pantoscope haptic device, [12] . The Karlsruhe Endoscopic Surgery Trainer and the VEST are training simulators specialized in laparoscopic operations using the KISMET software, [ 
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This paper presents a new five dof haptic device for male urological operations, of which all five dof are active. The mechanism allows three dof tool orientation motions in large ranges and two dof translation motions. Roll-pitch-yaw motions of the tool result in motions of the corresponding actuator. Unlike other haptic devices in which large forces or torques are of prime importance, this device is designed to reproduce faithfilly very small forces and torques, like those that appear in urological operations. A major effort was placed in designing the mechanism with low friction and inertia. To this end, motors are fixed in the base and capstan drives are employed. The paper analyzes the kinematics and the dynamics of the mechanism, and describes its mechanical design. It proposes a control law and discusses implementation solutions.
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS & SYNTHESIS
In urological operations, a long cylindrical endoscope, see Fig. 1 , is first inserted in a patient till the endpoint reaches the bladder. A tiny camera provides a view of the tissues through a monitor. The surgeon, using a scissorlike mechanism, moves the tip of the end-point to cut tissues at various locations and provides electric current activated by a foot pedal. The forces and torques experienced by the surgeon are very small. However, these provide very important clues about the progress of the operation.
Currently, training for such operations is done mostly in vivo animals, such as pigs. A simulator can provide the necessary training, reduce the need for animals, and enhance training capabilities by measuring trainee performance and by providing customized human anatomies or maladies. Since in urological operations visual feedback is through a monitor while haptic feedback is provided by the endoscope, these operations are well-suited for the development of a training simulator. Such a system must consist of a haptic device to represent the endoscope and its interactions, and a graphical simulator to depict synthetic images that would be provided by the real endoscope camera.
To design the haptic interface, a series of observations and experiments were conducted. Due to the difficulty to transmit surgeon experience to an engineering team, operations on humans were observed to acquire a sense of the required workspace. Also, the engineering team participated in an in-vivo animal operation and experienced forces and torques fed back by the endoscope.
Observations showed that from the motion point of view, a urological operation can be divided in two phases, the insertion and the main operation. During insertion, the surgeon moves the tip of the endoscope along a path from the insertion point A to the final point C, via an intermediate point B as shown in Fig. 2 . At point B, the endoscope orientation changes without translation, so as to align the entire urethra and continue the insertion without traumas. The corresponding endoscope poses are labeled by a, b, c, d, and are shown in Fig. 2 . During the main operation, the endoscope rotates in all directions but its tip translates minimally. These observations showed that although the endoscope can have any orientation in a cone, its tip translations occur on a plane of symmetry of the patient. Therefore, a five-dof haptic device is needed, with two translational and three rotational dof.
The actual kinematic requirements that define the workspace of the haptic interface are shown in Table 1 To quantify the forces and torques during operations, except participation in actual operations, a sensitive force scale apparatus, was built and used by surgeons, see Fig  3. The measured maximum values of the endoscopeimposed forces and torques are very small as shown in Table 2 . To be able to reproduce such small forces faithfully, the haptic mechanism must satisfy strict requirements such as low inertia, low friction, low backlash and back driveability. For accurate emulation of the haptic feeling, the device must refresh forces and torques with a frequency close to 1 kHz. In addition, the mechanism must not load the endoscope with its own weight. To achieve this, either the mechanism actuators would have to provide compensating torques, or the mechanism would have to be statically balanced. The latter was chosen as is discussed in more detail next. ---Kinematics. A hybrid design was developed that satisfies in principle the interface requirements. It consists of a 5-bar parallel linkage with two translational dofs in series to a spherical joint with three rotational dofs, as depicted schematically in Fig. 4 . The endoscope is attached at point E in Fig. 4 , i.e. the point at which the three axes of the last three joints intersect. For design . reasons, both the differential kinematics and the dynamics of the mechanism are important and developed next. In Eq. (4), M(q) is the mechanism 5x5 mass matrix, q is the joint acceleration vector, V(q,q) is a vector, which contains the nonlinear velocity terms, and G(q) is the gravity torques vector. The vector 'c' contains joint input torques, while the vector JrF, resolves the forces and torques applied by the endoscope at the mechanism endpoint, to the five joints.
For control reasons, it is useful to eliminate the gravitational terms and choose the mass distribution such that the mass matrix is a constant matrix.
The mass matrix diagonal terms are independent of the mechanism configuration q assuming that the spherical joint center of mass coincides with the axes intersection where 'c is the motor Lorque vector. Notice that the effective mass matrix M is not constant due to the multiplication with the Jacobian. Although it is not possible to make M constant, its structure is simpler than if M were not a constant.
IV. MECHANISM IIVPLEMENTATION The major challenges in implementing the mechanism that was chosen include inertia and friction minimization, balancing and most importantly, transmission of forces and torques. Although some of these issues are important in other haptic devices, here they are of paramount importance given the small forces that must be reproduced faithfully by the mechanism. Next, some of the design criteria used are discussed.
Translational Mechanism. The dimensions of the five bar mechanism depend on the typical path and its location. Additional constraints exist which limit the mechanism dimensions. (a) To satisfy the criteria of minimum mass and inertia, the mechanism must not be larger that needed. (b) To avoid singularities and closeness to them, the mechanism condition number. that is computed using its Jacobian must be minimum. It is found condition number is minimum when I, -1, = 1, and q2 -q1 = 90". Additional mechanical constrains exist which depend on mechanism geometry. For example, to avoid misplacement of the ropes, the relative angle between the tool and link 4 should be less than +lOOo, or the angle between links 2 and 3 cannot be less than.30". These constraints are conflicting to some extent. For example use of length ratios that yield an optimal condition number results in a larger than needed mechanism violating the minimum mass and inertia criterion.
For this mechanism, the typical average path to be followed by the endoscope tip is shown in Fig. 2 . The actual path differs slightly due to tissue deformation. and to small parametric changes that account for different anatomies. Therefore, it is important to find the best location of the path with respect to the mechanism base, or equivalently, given the path ABC in Cartesian space, to find where the mechanism base should be. To answer this question, the path ABC was drawn in the mechanism's workspace with a varying start point so that the entire path could be followed by the mechanism given the above described constraints. For example, since the angle between links 2 and 3 cannot be less than 30°, this excludes all starting points A for which this angle falls below 30" at some point during the execution of the path. Of the feasible paths, the best was chosen by taking the condition number at the end of the path to be minimum. The location of the chosen path yielded the link lengths tabulated in Table 3 . 
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.00 cm Figure 5 shows some locations for the typical path in the mechanism workspace, the condition number diagram along the paths shown and the condition number diagram for the optimally located path. As pointed out above, fixing the path in space yields the location of the base of the mechanism, which is very useful in completing its design. Spherical joint description. Designing a spherical joint is a challenge, especially if the joint must be actuated. The actuators can be either on the mechanism, or at the non-moving base. The first option increases the mass and inertia of the mechanism and therefore the second option is preferable, provided that the transmission mechanism is properly designed and does not introduce high friction, backlash or other nonlinearities. In addition, the orientational dofs should be designed such that their motions were decoupled, i.e., a single roll, pitch or yaw rotation should affect one motor rotor.
The decoupling of the spherical joint is necessary for two reasons. The first is that the Jacobian matrix should be relative simple. This is of great importance because it allows to keep the control loop as fast as possible. The second reason has to do with the fact that during the operation, the surgeon tends to operate in decoupled rollpitch-yaw motions. This is especially true for roll, i.e. rotation around the endoscope axis. In a decoupled rollpitch-yaw design, these motions correspond to rotations of one drive system at a time, and therefore the felt inertia is also minimized.
Due to the relatively limited range of joint motions and to transmission design reasons, wire capstan drives were chosen. Their advantages include the absence of backlash and of radial bearing loads. Low stretch Dacron rope was used and was guided via miniature ball-bearing idler pulleys as described below. To design an effective spherical joint based on such transmissions, the lengths of the ropes must not change during any rotation or translation. In addition, when one of the roll-pitch-yaw motions is in progress, only the ropes of the relevant dof must move.
To keep the lengths of the rotational dof ropes constant during translational movements of the mechanism, the ropes are wrapped and unwrapped around different pulleys by the same angle.
To transmit the motion to the rotational dof and keep the total rope length constant during rotational motions of the previous rotational dof, the ropes must pass from points that do not move during such motions. Such points include intersection of axes, or points located on the axes themselves. Here, the second option was implemented, i.e. the ropes travel along the rotation axis of the previous joint before they leave it. Figure 6 shows a schematic view of the spherical joint design. As shown in the figure, there are three groups of pulleys, the A, B and C groups, which are responsible for rotations q,, q4 and q5 respectively.
Drive pulleys A, and A, rotate around the Z' axis which is fixed in the five-bar mechanism and therefore the length of the wires for angle q, is always constant. Idler pulleys sets B,, B,, B, and B,, B,,, B,, receive from drive pulleys B, and B, associated with joint angle q, and guide it on the axis of rotation of the previous joint with angle q3 and through the center of drive pulleys A, and A, to idler pulleys B, and B,,.
Similarly, idler pulleys sets C, , C,, C, and C,, C,, C,, guide the rope associated with angle q5 from drive pulley C, through the center of drive pulleys B, and B, on the axes of the two previous joints. In this way, motions of the two previous joints do not affect the lengths of the ropes for the last joint. Assembled Mechanism. The complete mechanism shown in Fig. 8 was constructed mostly from aluminum. The weight of the moving parts is less than 500 g. The capstan drive transmission rope is under preload for rapid response to input torques. The preload is set equal to the dynamic load, which is the output torque divided by the radius of the output shaft. The 0.5 mm cable diameter is chosen such that the s u m of the preload and dynamic cable loads is less than 10% of the breaking strength. where F is the vector of the applied forces and torques by the operator to the tool, M, is its mass matrix, V, contains velocity terms, G, contains gravity terms, and vcm is the velocity of its center of mass. The vector F, contains forces and torques which are due to tissue deformation. Since no motion is allowed in the Z direction, in the virtual environment, M, is a 5x5 matrix and the rest of the vectors have appropriate dimensions.
The endpoint forces that must be applied by the tool to the mechanism are F, = -F, and are given by In order that the presence of the haptic device is not felt, the right sides of Eqs. (12) and (14) must be identical. Then, the actuator torques must be equal to T=-J~F, +rh+? (15) To a first approximation, it is assumed that the accelerations and velocities are very small, and hence, the last two terms in Eq. (15) can be neglected. At a later stage, the most prominent mechanism inertial force terms, as well as neglected friction terms, will be taken) into account. With these assumptions, the required torques are T = -JTFr The haptic device is part of a training simulator that. includes a visual display displaying a synthetic endoscope camera view. To increase the speed of the force loop, two separate processes run on different platforms. The control loop and the calculation of the forces and torques that the user should feel are implemented in a stack of PC/104 cards which consist of a 233 M H z CPU module, a 24 MB solid state flash disk, an Ethernet communications module, two encoder polling input modules, and an analog output module, which drives the motor amplifiers, see 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A new force feedback mechanism is presented that is used in a training simulator for urological operations. The mechanism consists of a two dof, 5-bar linkage for translations and a 3 d o f spherical joint for rotations. To be able to reproduce very small forces and moments, the mechanism has low friction, inertia and mass, is statically balanced, and has a simple mass matrix by design. To minimize the mass of its moving parts, the actuators are located at its base and forces and moments are transmitted through the use of capstan drives and idler pulleys. Roll-pitch-yaw motions of the tool result in motions of the corresponding actuator. The currents needed to simulate tissue deformation forces and moments were computed and the implementation of the control loop running at 1 kHz was described.
